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Abstract

The analytical evaluation of the completion time distribution of a general directed acyclic graph (DAG) is known to be
an NP-complete problem. In this paper we present a new algorithm, namedTreeBound, for the evaluation of bounds on
the completion time of stochastic graphs assuming ideal conditions for shared resources and independent random variables
as task execution times. The TreeBound method uses a hierarchical approach that first gives a tree-like representation of
the graph, and then evaluates lower and upper bounds through a single visit of the tree. As lower bound the method takes
the distribution of an embedded series–parallel graph which is evaluated by means of a simple recursion. The upper bound
is based on a hierarchical application of other bounding techniques. In this paper, we use the Shogan algorithm because its
determinism allows us to demonstrate some interesting properties of the TreeBound method.

Indeed, through stochastic ordering and stochastic comparison techniques, we demonstrate analytically that our approach
provides tighter bounds than Shogan’s and Yazici-Pekergin’s bounds. On the other hand, we cannot compare formally the
TreeBound accuracy to that of other important methods, such as Kleinöder and Dodin, because of their non-determinism.
Various empiric comparisons show that the TreeBound algorithm provides analogous or superior results than heuristics
derived from main non-deterministic methods. Moreover, the TreeBound algorithm keeps linear complexity and avoids
non-determinism. Finally, it represents a useful basis for the combination of different bounding techniques which seems the
only way to achieve even tighter bounds on the completion time distribution of stochastic graphs. © 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Task graphs are encountered in many models used in operations research and resource management,
such as PERT diagrams, scheduling, computer and network models. Graph models are often used also
to study activities that contain some concurrency. For example, a directed acyclic graph (DAG) can
describe parallel computations where nodes represent tasks and directed arcs represent synchronization
constraints among tasks [7,8,15,17,18]. A concurrent activity may be affected by queuing delays and
synchronization delays. The former results when two or more tasks compete for the same resources,
while the latter occurs when a task has to wait for the completion of other tasks. A DAG may be analyzed
for mean completion time, for time of the shortest path and for various other performance measures.
This paper analyzes thecompletion time distributionassuming ideal conditions for shared resources. The
focus is on synchronization constraints induced by task dependencies.

If we consider tasks with constant execution times, the completion time can be easily calculated.
Conversely, when we consider activities with random execution times, the analysis becomes extremely
difficult [6,24] unless we restrict to graphs with aseries–parallel(SP) structure [18]. Sahner and Trivedi
demonstrate that these graphs can be solved with linear complexity through a combination of the task
distributions by means of multiplication and convolution operations.

If we refer to arbitrary DAGs, the analytical evaluation of the completion time is very costly even for
small graphs in which the task execution times are described by polynomial functions [16]. Therefore,
many approaches evaluate performance mean values through analytical approximate methods and/or
assuming exponential distributions for the task times [12,21,23]. An alternative is to obtain upper and
lower bounds for the mean [5,13,15,17,22] or the distribution of the completion time. In this paper, we
refer to this latter approach which is harder to investigate than the former, but even much more powerful
because it allows us to compute the intervals in which any performance measures lie for any distribution
of the task times.

Bounding methods for the mean and distribution of the completion time have been investigated mainly
for the PERT networks [5,6,10,19]. Devroye [5] uses only the first moment and the variance of the
task completion times to obtain bounds for the mean runtime of the whole graph. Shogan [19] and
Kleindorfer [10] provide lower and upper bounds for the completion time distribution by means of
recursive equations and exploiting properties of associated random variables. Dodin [6] obtains upper
bounds for the mean completion time by transforming the original DAG into an SP graph through node
duplications. Kleinöder [11] obtains SP graphs for lower and upper bounds by removing and adding arcs,
respectively. Both Dodin’s and Kleinöder’s methods are inherently non-deterministic, and no proposed
heuristics guarantees an accurate solution within a given complexity. Yazici-Pekergin and Vincent [24]
propose the mean service time of the critical path as a lower bound. However, this metrics does not give
good results for large task graphs because it considers only the first moment of the distributions and
no parallelism. Their upper bound is based on independent path approximation in which the task time
distributions are replaced by exponential distribution functions with the same first moment. The product
of the distributions of all paths from a source to a sink node does not give a tight upper bound (see also
some formal considerations in the last part of Section 2.2.3).

We obtain lower and upper bounds for the completion time distribution through stochastic ordering for
random variables [20]. The proposed bounding procedure, namedTreeBoundmethod, consists of two
steps:
1. We locate an embedded SP subgraph in the original graph and derive a tree-like representation graph.

(To this purpose, we extend the notion of representation trees which are adopted for the analysis of SP
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graphs [18].) The tree-like representation allows us to represent a graph as a hierarchy of subgraphs
connected in series or in parallel.

2. Both lower and upper bounds are obtained through a single post-order visit of the tree-like represen-
tation graph.

The main contributions of this paper are pointed out by the two parameters that denote the quality of
any bounding approach:

Algorithm complexity.We show that all main methods in the literature use a similar approach. They aim
at transforming the original DAG into an SP graph by adding/removing arcs or nodes. Then, they obtain
lower and upper bounds through the evaluation of the completion time distribution of the SP graph.

However, the search for the best SP graph that bounds the original DAG is an NP-complete problem.
Since main bounding techniques are inherently non-deterministic, they have been implemented only as
heuristics that do not achieve the approximate solution with a pre-determined complexity and accuracy.
Conversely, once chosen the transformation approach (Section 3.1), the TreeBound method yields the
tree-like representation graph in a deterministic way within linear complexity, and evaluates both lower
and upper bounds in a single visit of the data structure.

Accuracy of the solution.We analytically demonstrate that the TreeBound method gives always tighter
bounds than those obtained by Shogan’s algorithm. This formal demonstration cannot be carried out for
other techniques because they have been implemented as heuristics only. Therefore, their accuracy highly
depends on graph topology and task distribution functions. Our experiments show that no approach is
always the best. However, besides the improvements with respect to the Shogan method, TreeBound
algorithm provides analogous or better results than Dodin and Kleinöder methods for various task graph
examples. Finally, it is worth to observe that the hierarchical principle of the TreeBound approach
could allow us to achieve even tighter bounds by combining different algorithms on different subgraphs
depending on topology features. This paper focuses on Shogan’s algorithm because of its determinism
that allows us to demonstrate analytically the improvements achievable by TreeBound.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the task graph model, and shows that the proposed
bounding methods are all based on the same principle, that is, they attempt to transform the original DAG
into an SP graph by adding and removing arcs or nodes. Section 3 presents the TreeBound method for the
evaluation of lower and upper bounds on the completion time distribution. Section 4 formally demonstrates
that the TreeBound method achieves more accurate bounds than the Shogan bounds. Section 5 compares
the bounding methods applied to various task graphs. Section 6 concludes the paper with some final
remarks.

2. Model for stochastic bounds

2.1. Definitions

We model concurrent activities as a directed and acyclic graph, also calledtask graph, where the nodes
represent tasks and the arcs precedence constraints between tasks. We do not assume any distribution for
the random variables modeling task execution times. This is an important quality of our paper because the
common use of exponentially distributed execution times permits mathematical tractability but it is not
representative of actual concurrent activity behavior [1]. A DAG is given by a quadrupleG = (N, A, S, T )

whereN is the set of tasks,A the set of arcs (A ⊂ N × N ), S thesource setcontaining tasks that have
no predecessors (S ⊆ N ), andT is theterminal setcontaining tasks that have no successors (T ⊆ N ).
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Let p(i) ands(i) be the set of immediate predecessors and successors ofi ∈ N , respectively. It holds,
p(i) ⊂ N ands(i) ⊂ N . A nodei precedes a nodej if there is a sequencei1, . . . , in such thati1 = i,
ik ∈ s(ik−1) for k = 2, . . . , n, andin = j .

The random variablesTi , i ∈ N , denoting the task execution times are independent with known
distributionCi(t). Moreover, we assume ideal conditions for the system resources. This allows us to
isolate and evaluate the impact of non-deterministic execution time and synchronization constraints on
performance measures.

Considering the overall completion timeTG as the performance measure of interest, the problem is to
find its distributionF(t) = Pr[TG ≤ t ] for t ≥ 0. If we denote withP = {p1, . . . , pn} the set of all paths
in the graph, and withπi the execution time distribution of the pathpi ∈ P , we haveπj = ∑

i∈pj
Ti .

Since the graph completion time is given by the duration of the longest path, we haveTG = maxjπj , and
F(t) = Pr[maxjπj ≤ t ].

The bound evaluation uses thestochastic orderingfor random variables [20], and properties ofassoci-
ated random variables[2]. Thestochastic orderingis a partial order relationship among random variables
and distribution functions. Given two random variablesX andY with distributionFX andFY , X is stochas-
tically smaller thanY if for everyu ≥ 0 we haveFY (u) ≤ FX(u). In such a case, we can writeY ≥st X

andFY ≥st FX. The basic theorem of this theory says that given two distribution families(F1, . . . , Fn)

and(G1, . . . , Gn) such thatFi ≥st Gi , for i = 1, . . . , n, the following inequalities are true:∏
i=1,... ,n

Fi ≥st

∏
i=1,... ,n

Gi, (1)

⊗
i=1,... ,n

Fi ≥st

⊗
i=1,... ,n

Gi, (2)

where⊗ is the convolution operator.
The variables of a random vectorX = {X1, . . . , Xn} are (positively)associatedif for all monotone

non-decreasing functionsf, g : Rn → R for which the expectations exist, the following inequality is
true:

Cov[f (X), g(X)] ≥ 0. (3)

In the following we will use main properties of associated random variables, that is, independent random
variables are associated; the union of independent sets of associated random variables forms a set of
associated random variables; any subset of a set of associated random variables forms a set of associated
random variables; any monotone non-decreasing function of associated random variables generates a set
of associated random variables.

Moreover, the variables of the random vectorX̄ = {X1, . . . , Xn} form an independent version of
X = {X1, . . . , Xn}, if {X1, . . . , Xn} are mutually independent, andXi andXi have the same probability
distribution. An important result is that associated random variables can be stochastically compared with
their independent versions, that is, ifX is a vector of associated random variables andX̄ is its independent
version, then we have

X̄ ≥st X, (4)

max
i=1,n

Xi ≥st max
i=1,n

Xi, (5)

min
i=1,n

Xi ≤st min
i=1,n

Xi. (6)
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2.2. Main results in literature

In this section we summarize main results for stochastic bounding methods for task graphs by giving a
unifying new interpretation of the methods of Kleinöder [11], Dodin [6] and Shogan [19]. In particular, we
show that all of them are based on the same principle, that is, the original DAG is transformed into an SP
graph for each bound by adding/deleting arcs or nodes. Lower and upper bounds are then obtained from
the evaluation of the completion time distribution of the SP graphs. Reducing a graph to an SP graph is
important because its completion time distribution can be computed with linear complexity by combining
the node distribution functions through convolution and multiplication operations [18]. If nodes or arcs
are added, the completion time of the reduced SP graph is an upper bound of the original graph. Dually,
removing nodes or arcs leads to a lower bound.

2.2.1. Kleinöder’s algorithm
Kleinöder modifies the original DAG by adding and removing arcs. The goal is to derive an SP graph

for which the mean completion time and, most importantly, the completion time distribution is easily
computable. The insertion of arcs increases intertask synchronizations thus leading to an upper bound
of the execution time, while the deletion of arcs causes less dependencies and lower execution times.
The approach of adding/removing arcs is inherently non-deterministic because generally there are many
possibilities to reach the SP form of a DAG. Hence, the same method can lead to more than one lower and
upper bound, and the search for the tightest bounds becomes an NP-complete problem. Only heuristic
approaches of the Kleinöder algorithm have been implemented. For example, the heuristics used in [4,9]
consists of the following two steps, cyclically repeated:
1. Reduce the SP parts of the graph until no more reduction is possible.
2. For the upper bound, search for a pair of nodes that allows a graph reduction by adding new arcs.

Analogously, remove arcs for the lower bound search.
The main problem is that step 2 is not deterministic. Several choices can be made, each of them

leading to a more or less accurate solution. The method should aim to minimize the number of added
(or removed) arcs, because this approach gives a tighter bound. However, there is no guarantee that
certain choices lead to the optimum bound, and backtracking approaches are not allowed to avoid ex-
ponential complexity. Nevertheless, the proposed heuristics have a polynomial complexity which is not
adequate to very high levels of parallelism, especially if compared to the linear complexity of the Dodin
algorithm.

2.2.2. Dodin’s algorithm
The Dodin method evaluates the upper bound for the completion time of PERT networks. It modifies

the PERT network by replicating one or more arcs until the graph turns into an SP form. When applied
to stochastic task graphs, this method is equivalent to a node duplication. A nodei can be duplicated if
it satisfies either|p(i)| ≤ 1 and|s(i)| ≥ 2, or |s(i)| ≤ 1 and|p(i)| ≥ 2.

For theduplicationof a nodei, first add a new nodei ′, then:
1. Choose one of the successor nodesij of i, and add the arc from the predecessor ofi to nodei ′ and the

arc(i ′, ij ). Then, remove the arc(i, ij ).
2. Choose one of the predecessor nodesij of i, and add the arc fromij to the nodei ′ and the arc fromij

to the successor ofi. Then, remove the arc(ij , i).
Even the original Dodin algorithm is inherently non-deterministic because various nodes may satisfy

duplication conditions and there are several ways to choose the successor (case 1) or the predecessor (case
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2). The heuristics proposed by Dodin [6], calledduplication process, works as follows. First, it carries
out all admissible series–parallel reductions. Then, it duplicates one source node that satisfies duplication
conditions. Both steps are repeated until only one node remains.

2.2.3. Shogan’s algorithm
The Shogan method obtains lower and upper bounds for the completion time distribution of PERT net-

works, where arcs model tasks, and nodes represent synchronization constraints [19]. In [14] we propose
a version of the Shogan algorithm for stochastic task graphs. This version points out that, analogous to
Kleinöder and Dodin, even the Shogan algorithm is based on a transformation of the original DAG into
an SP graph. As example, let us describe in terms of our framework the upper bound estimation which is
based on the following results.

Let Ti andFi(t) denote the completion time and the distribution of the completion time of the task
i ∈ N , respectively. The random variablesTi areassociated(see definition in Section 2.1). The upper
bounds for task completion times are given by the following distributions:

F̂i(t) = Fi(t) = Ci(t), i ∈ S, (7)

F̂i(t) =

 ∏

j∈p(i)

F̂j (t)


 ⊗ Ci(t), i /∈ S, (8)

F̂ (t) =
∏
j∈T

F̂j (t). (9)

The distributionFi, i ∈ N , andF are stochastically smaller than the distributionF̂i andF̂ , respectively.
Hence, we can write

F̂i(t) ≥st Fi(t), i ∈ N, (10)

F̂ (t) ≥st F (t). (11)

For a given task graphG, we demonstrate in [14] that there exists always an SP graph, called theassociated
graphĜ, the completion time distribution of which is given by the Shogan upper boundF̂ . The associated
graph can be recursively obtained by considering the definition ofF̂ in (7)–(9):
• For i ∈ S, let Ĝi be the graph containing the single nodei.
• For i /∈ S, let Ĝp(i) be the graph obtained by connecting the graphsĜj , j ∈ p(i) in parallel. Hence,

Ĝi is the graph obtained by connectingĜp(i) in series with the nodei.
• Let ĜT be the graph obtained by connecting in parallel the graphsĜj , j ∈ T , whereT is the set of

terminal nodes.
If |T | > 1, thenĜ is given by a series connection ofĜT with a dummynode, elseĜ is given byĜT

itself. Let us also define, forM ⊆ N , the graphĜM obtained by parallel connections of the graphsĜj ,
for j ∈ M.

Because of the construction ofĜ, we can consider independently the replicated tasks inĜ. Hence, we
have the following result.

Lemma 1. Given a graph G, the distribution of the completion time of its associated graphĜ is F̂ .
Moreover, the distribution of the grapĥGi is F̂i , for i ∈ N .
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Fig. 1. The graphsG andĜ for the Shogan method.

By construction, the completion time ofG is stochastically smaller than the completion time of the SP
graphĜ. This result shows that Shogan’s method too is based on a transformation of the original DAG
into an SP graph. The associated graphĜ of G can be viewed as areversed tree(Fig. 1) with the following
properties: each nodei ∈ N of G is in Ĝ as many times as the number of different paths departing from
i in G; the graphsG andĜ share the same path, hencepi is a path inG if and only if pi is a path inĜ.

In [24] it is shown that the completion time distributionF is stochastically smaller than the well-known
independent path approximationdistributionF̃ . An immediate consequence of the latter property is the
following stochastic inequality:̃F(t) ≥st F̂ (t) ≥st F (t). It demonstrates the Shogan bounds to be always
more accurate than the bounds given by the method of Yazici-Pekergin and Vincent, because the latter
algorithm involves more independent paths than Shogan’s method.

3. Tree Bound method

In this section we propose a hierarchical method for the evaluation of lower and upper bounds on the
completion time distribution of stochastic task graphs. This algorithm uses a new transformation approach
of the original DAG which is based on the so-calledtree-like representationof the graph.

3.1. Graph representation

SP graphs can be described by means ofrepresentation trees[18], where the leaves correspond to the
nodes of the graphs, and the internal nodes are series or parallel combinations of their subtrees. This
representation can be obtained in linear time with respect to the number of nodes of the representation
tree.

The first step of our method aims to obtain a tree-like representation of the original DAG. Given a
graphG = (N, A, S, T ), let us consider an SP subgraphG∗ = (N∗, A∗, S∗, T ∗) embedded inG, such
thatN∗ = N andA∗ ⊆ A. Let us consider a tree representationR∗ for G∗ whereR∗ = (V ∗, E∗). In this
representation, the leaves correspond to the DAG nodes, while the internal nodes represent series and
parallel combinations which are labeled bys andp, respectively. WheneverG is not SP,G∗ can be viewed
as a series–parallel skeleton ofG, that is,A∗ is strictly contained inA. By augmentingG∗ with the arcs
belonging toA\A∗ we obtain againG. Therefore, we can representG by simply augmentingR∗ with the
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Fig. 2. An example of non-SP graphG.

arcs ofA\A∗. Let R = (V , E) denote the resulting graph, whereV = V ∗ andE = E∗ ∪ (A\A∗). We
considerR as thetree-like representationgraph forG. In R we maintain the child–parent relationships
that hold forR∗. In particular,i ∈ V is a parent ofj ∈ V in R, if and only if i ∈ V ∗ is a parent ofj ∈ V ∗

in R∗. Moreover,j ∈ V is a child ofi ∈ V ∗ in R, if and only if j ∈ V ∗ is a child ofi ∈ V ∗ in R∗.
Several possibilities exist to obtain the graphG∗. We choose two deterministic approaches named

to-series-reductionandto-parallel-reductionthat aim to remove fromG those arcs that prevent series or
parallel reductions, respectively. Let us describe how theto-series-reductionapproach works by consid-
ering as example the graphG in Fig. 2.
1. We obtain an embedded SP graphG∗ (Fig. 3) by removing fromG the arcs (2,6) and (4,8) that prevent

series reductions inG.
2. We give atree representationof the graphG∗ (Fig. 4).
3. We obtain atree-like representationR of the original graphG by adding to the tree the arcs (2,6)

Fig. 3. The SP graphG∗ embedded inG.
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Fig. 4. The tree representation of the graphG∗.

and (4,8) which were removed at step 1 (Fig. 5). This representation describes the original DAG as a
series–parallel combination of four subgraphs: three connected in series, one included in the second
subgraph.

This representation allows us to obtain both lower and upper bounds on the completion time distribution.
In particular, the distribution ofG∗ is a lower bound, while the upper bound is obtained through two steps.

Fig. 5. The tree-like representation of the graphG.
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We compute the upper bound of each subgraph by means of another bounding technique (here, we use
Shogan’s algorithm because of its determinism) and hierarchically combine these bounds in accordance
with the tree structure.

3.2. TreeLower bound

We take the completion time distribution of the graphG∗ as a lower bound for the completion time
distribution. We recall thatG∗ is obtained fromG by removing arcs until the graph becomes series–parallel
reducible, hence its completion time is stochastically smaller than the overall completion time ofG [8].
Unlike other heuristics based on the Kleinöder algorithm, we make deterministic graph modifications
that lead to series or parallel reductions. However, this is not a constraint of our method that could be
implemented even through a combination of theto-series-reductionandto-parallel-reductionapproaches.
This would introduce some non-determinism that could be solved by taking into account the graph
topology. However, this issue is out of the scope of this paper.

The completion time distribution ofG∗ is evaluated through the tree representation method [18]. The
algorithm requires a post-order visit of the tree during which we assign a distribution to each node. In par-
ticular, we assign to each leaf the distribution of the corresponding graph node. Internal nodes represent
the series or parallel combinations of subgraphs. Accordingly, we convolute or multiply the distributions
of the child nodes and assign the result as the distribution of the node itself. The distribution of the root
node is the distribution ofG∗, that we retain as the lower bound. Both visit and assignment are described
by the following procedure, hereafter called TreeLB:

procedure TreeLB (k:node)
begin

for j ∈ children(k) TreeLB(j )
if k has labels, then assign tok the distributionLk = ⊗

j∈ children(k) Lj

if k has labelp, then assign tok the distributionLk = ∏
j∈ children(k)Lj

end

3.3. TreeUpper bound

The main idea behind the evaluation of the TreeUpper bound is the following:
1. The tree-like representation isolates the non-SP parts of the graph. We replace each non-SP part with

a node that has the distribution given by some bounding technique. In this paper, we use the Shogan
algorithm because this allows us to give a formal demonstration of the improvements achievable by
the TreeBound method. However, there is no theoretic limit to the use of other bounding techniques.

2. Through this approach, we obtain an SP graph for which we know the exact distribution for some
nodes and upper bounds on the distributions for other nodes.

3. The distribution of the resulting SP graph can be easily computed using the method of Sahner and
Trivedi [18].

We formalize the upper bounding approach by introducing the concept ofclosesubgraphs forR and
G. Let R∗

j (j ∈ V ∗ defined in Section 3.1) denote the subtree ofR with root j , and(A\A∗)j the set of
the arcs connecting nodes ofR∗

j in G, that is,(A\A∗)j = {(l, m) ∈ A\A∗|l, m ∈ V ∗
j }. We define the

graphRj = (Vj , Ej ), with Vj = V ∗
j andEj = E∗

j ∪ (A\A∗)j . Among the nodes ofRj we keep same
child–parent relationships that hold forR∗

j .
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A graphRj = (Vj , Ej ), j ∈ V , is closeif for each arc(l, m) ∈ (A\A∗), l ∈ Vj if and only if m ∈ Vj .
Rj is the tree-like representation graph for theclose subgraphof G denoted byGj = (Nj , Aj , Sj , Tj ).
In Gj we denote the predecessorp(Gj) and successor sets(Gj) with s(l) andp(m), l ∈ Tj , m ∈ Sj ,
respectively. A close graphGj has the following properties: the source nodes ofGj have the same set of
predecessors inG (that is, for eachl, m ∈ Sj , p(l) = p(m)); the terminal nodes ofGj have the same set
of successors inG (that is, for eachl, m ∈ Tj , s(l) = s(m)); there are no arcs connecting nodes ofGj

with nodes which are not inGj except for those provided above.
Let us now define theclose subgraph reduction operation. We can reduce a graphG, given one of

its close subgraphsGj , through the application of the close subgraph reduction operation as follows:
substituteGj with a single nodegj such thats(gj ) = s(Gj), p(gj ) = p(Gj) and using the Shogan
upper bound ofGj as distribution.

In addition to the well-known series and parallel reduction operations, the upper bounding procedure
uses the reduction operation for close subgraphs. Given the graphG, let R be its tree-representation
graph. To calculate the upper bound, we visit the nodes of the graphR in post-order and assign dis-
tribution to nodesj ∈ V if and only if Rj is a closegraph. The upper bound is the distribution of
the root node. Both visit and assignment are described by the following procedure, hereafter called
TreeUB:

procedure TreeUB (k :node)
begin

for j ∈ children(k) TreeUB(j )
if Rk is closethen

begin
Denote withGk the graph which hasRk as representation graph
Carry out all series–parallel reductions inGk, and letG′

k be the resulting graph
Assign to nodek the Shogan upper boundUk of G′

k

Remove the subgraphRk except the nodek
end

end

The procedure works as follows. Given a graphG, the tree-like representation graphR is visited in
post-order, in accordance with the parent–child relationship inherited fromR∗. Whenever a visited node
k is such thatRk is close, let Gk denote the subgraph ofG havingRk as tree-like representation graph
and proceed as follows. First, reduce all series–parallel subgraphs inGk and letG′

k denote the reduced
subgraph. Then, reduceG′

k in accordance with the close subgraph reduction operation. The procedure
ends when we visit the root node ofR and the graph is reduced to a single node. One property of our
method is that the lower and upper bound evaluation can be jointly performed. We need to visit only once
the tree-like representation and assign lower and upper distributions to each node. To this purpose, we
use the following TreeBound procedure:

procedure TreeBound (k:node)
begin

for j ∈ children(k)

TreeBound(j )
if k has labels, then assign tok the distributionLk = ⊗

j∈ children(k) Lj

if k has labelp, then assign tok the distributionLk = ∏
j∈ children(k)Lj
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if Rk is closethen
begin

Denote withGk the graph which hasRk as representation graph
Carry out all series–parallel reductions inGk, and letG′

k be the resulting graph
Assign to nodek the Shogan upper boundUk of G′

k

Remove the subgraphRk except the nodek
end

end

4. Accuracy of the TreeBound algorithm

In this section we formally demonstrate that TreeUpper bound is tighter than the upper bound obtained
by the Shogan method. LetF T be the upper bound distribution assigned to the root node ofR, andF̂

the Shogan upper bound. The demonstration is based on the following theorems (to better follow the
arguments, the reader may initially skip the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3).

Theorem 2. Let Gj = (Nj , Aj , Sj , Tj ) be a close subgraph of the graphG. Let us denote withG′ the
graph resulting by substitutingGj with a single nodegj such thats(gj ) = s(Gj) andp(gj ) = p(Gj).
Its distribution is given by the Shogan upper bound ofGj denoted with Sh(Gj).

We haveF̂ ′ ≤st F̂ , whereF̂ ′ andF̂ are the Shogan upper bounds forG′ andG, respectively.

Proof. The proof is based on three steps.
As first step, we give the equation forF̂ ′

gj
recalling thatp(gj ) = p(i) ands(gj ) = s(i), for i ∈ Sj and

j ∈ Tj . It holds that

F̂ ′
gj

=

 ∏

l∈p(gj )

F̂ ′
l


 ⊗ Sh(Gj). (12)

From (1) and (2), fork ∈ N only nodes precedingk are involved in the evaluation of̂Fk. If gj does
not precedel in G′, thenF̂ ′

l (t) =st F̂l(t) for t ≥ 0, that is, the upper bound for the completion time
distribution of this node is given by the same distribution inG andG′. Therefore, we can writêF ′

l =st F̂l,
which impliesF̂ ′

l ≤st F̂l. In particular, forl ∈ p(gj ) we haveF̂ ′
l =st F̂l, therefore

F̂ ′
gj

=

 ∏

l∈p(gj )

F̂ ′
l


 ⊗ Sh(Gj) =


 ∏

l∈p(gj )

F̂l


 ⊗ Sh(Gj). (13)

As second step, we demonstrate that

F̂ ′
gj

≤st

∏
k∈Tj

F̂k. (14)

We simplify the proof by giving a graph interpretation for this equation. In particular,F̂ ′
gj

can be considered

the distribution of the graph in Fig. 6, that is, the series composition of the graphĜj with the graphĜp(gj ).
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Fig. 6. Graph interpretation for̂F ′
gj

.

Ĝj is the associated graph forGj having distributionSh(Gj) in accordance with Lemma 1 in Section
2.2.3. From the definition ofassociatedgraphs, we have that̂Gp(gj ) is obtained as parallel compositions

of Ĝl for l ∈ p(gj ), and has distribution
∏

l∈p(gj )
F̂l. Analogously,

∏
k∈Tj

F̂k is the distribution ofĜTj
.

We observe that forl, m ∈ Sj we havep(l) = p(m) = p(Gj) = p(gj ), henceĜp(l) = Ĝp(m) = Ĝp(gj ).
By using the recursive procedure for the construction of the associated graph, it is easy to verify that
ĜTj

is given by the graph in Fig. 7. Clearly, the latter graph can be viewed as the associated graph of the

former. Therefore, we can conclude that its distribution
∏

l∈Tj
F̂l is stochastically greater than̂F ′

gj
.

As third and last step, we demonstrate thatF̂ ′ ≤st F̂ . The proof based on induction aims at demon-
strating thatF̂ ′

m ≤st F̂m, for all m ∈ N ′ = [N − Nj ] ∪ {gj }.
• Form ∈ S ′, we have

F̂ ′
m = Cm = F̂m ⇒ F̂ ′

m ≤st F̂m. (15)

• For m /∈ S ′, we distinguish two instances after the demonstration thatF̂ ′
k ≤st F̂k for k ∈ p(m) and

k 6= gj :
1. If gj /∈ p(m) in G′, then for Lemma 1,

F̂ ′
m =

∏
k∈p(m)

F̂ ′
k ⊗ Cm ≤st

∏
k∈p(m)

F̂k ⊗ Cm = F̂m. (16)

Fig. 7. Associated graph for̂GTj
.
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2. If gj ∈ p(m) in G′, then

F̂m =

F̂ ′

gj

∏
k∈p(m)\{gj }

F̂ ′
k


 ⊗ Cm =st





 ∏

l∈p(gj )

F̂ ′
l ⊗ Sh(Gj)


 ∏

k∈p(m)\{gj }
F̂ ′

k


 ⊗ Cm, (17)

recalling that ifgj ∈ p(m) in G′, thenTj ⊆ p(m) in G.
From Lemma 1 and inequality (14), we can write

F̂m =
∏

k∈p(m)

F̂k ⊗ Cm =st

∏
k∈p(m)\Tj

F̂k

∏
k∈Tj

F̂k ⊗ Cm ≥st F̂ ′
m. � (18)

Theorem 3. LetGR denote the graph obtained by reducing series–parallel subgraphs into a given graph
G. If F̂R and F̂ are the Shogan upper bounds for the completion time distribution ofGR and G, then
F̂R ≤st F̂ .

Proof. Reducing series–parallel subgraphs consists in carrying out all feasiblegraph reductionopera-
tions. Hence, we have only to show that for the graphG′ = (N ′, A′, S ′, T ′), which is obtained after a
single graph reduction operation fromG, we haveF̂ ′ ≤st F̂ , whereF̂ ′ is the Shogan upper bound forG′.
We demonstrate this inequality by distinguishing theseriesfrom theparallel reductions.

Let us first consider that the graph operation is aseries reduction. Let i andj be two nodes in series in
G, and denote with̃ij the reduced node inG′. For l ∈ p(ĩj), we have thatF̂ ′

l =st F̂l, p(ĩj) = p(i) and
s(ĩj ) = s(j). Therefore, it follows that

F̂ ′
ĩj

=
∏

k∈p(ĩj)

F̂ ′
k ⊗ Cĩj =

∏
k∈p(i)

F̂k ⊗ Cĩj =
∏

k∈p(i)

F̂k ⊗ Ci ⊗ Cj = F̂j . (19)

This equation implieŝF ′ =st F̂ ⇒ F̂ ′ ≤st F̂ .
Let us now consider that the graph operation is aparallel reduction. Let i andj be the two nodes

in parallel inG, and denote withij the reduced node inG′. Recalling thatp(i) = p(j) = p(ij) and

s(i) = s(j) = s(ij), from (2) we have

F̂i =
∏

l∈p(i)

F̂l ⊗ Ci, F̂j =
∏

l∈p(j)

F̂l ⊗ Cj . (20)

SinceF̂ ′
l =st F̂l for l ∈ N (l precedingij ), the equation forF̂ ′

ij
in G′ is

F̂ ′
ij

=
∏

l∈p(ij)

F̂ ′
l ⊗ (CiCj ) =

∏
l∈p(i)

F̂l ⊗ (CiCj ). (21)

Moreover, the following result is known (for example, a proof is in [6]):

F̂i F̂j ≥st F̂
ij
. (22)

We can now use induction to demonstrate thatF̂ ′ ≤st F̂ . The proof aims at showing that̂F ′
m ≤st F̂m, for

m ∈ N ′ = [N − {i, j}] ∪ {ij }.
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• Form ∈ S ′, we have

F̂ ′
m = Cm = F̂m ⇒ F̂ ′

m ≤st F̂m. (23)

• For m /∈ S ′, we have to consider two instances, after the demonstration thatF̂ ′
k ≤st F̂k, for k ∈ p(m)

andk 6= ij :

1. If ij /∈ p(m), then

F̂ ′
m =

∏
k∈p(m)

F̂ ′
k ⊗ Cm ≤st

∏
k∈p(m)

F̂k ⊗ Cm = F̂m. (24)

2. If ij ∈ p(m), then for (1), (2) and (22), we have

F̂ ′
m =


 ∏

k∈p(m)\{ij }
F̂ ′

k


 F̂ ′

ij
⊗ Cm ≤st


 ∏

k∈p(m)\{i,j}
F̂k


 F̂i F̂j ⊗ Cm = F̂m, (25)

recalling that ifij ∈ p(m) in G′, theni, j ∈ p(m) in G. �
Combining the results of Theorems 2 and 3, we can now demonstrate the main result concerning the
TreeBound algorithm.

Theorem 4. Given a graph G with completion time distribution F, let R be its tree-like representa-
tion graph. Moreover, letF T and F̂ denote the distribution of the root node R obtained through the
TreeUpper bound algorithm and the Shogan method, respectively. The following stochastic inequalities
are true:

F ≤st F T ≤st F̂ . (26)

Proof. The TreeUB procedure evaluates an upper bound through series–parallel and close subgraph
reductions. Let us denote withG(i) the graph obtained at stepi, whereG(0) = G. Moreover, let us denote
with FG(i) andF̂G(i) the distribution and the Shogan upper bound of the graphG(i), respectively. We have
two instances.

If stepi is aseries–parallelreduction, thenFG(i) =st FG(i−1) that impliesFG(i) ≥st FG(i−1). Moreover,
from Theorem 3 we havêFG(i) ≤st F̂G(i−1).

If step i is a close subgraphreduction, thenFG(i) ≥st FG(i−1). Moreover, from Theorem 2 we have
F̂G(i) ≤st F̂G(i−1).

If we assume that the graphG is reduced to a single node ink steps, then we have the following chain
of stochastic inequalities that demonstrates the theorem:

F = stFG(0) ≤st FG(1) ≤st . . . ≤st FG(k) =st F T

= st F̂G(k) ≤st F̂G(k−1) ≤st . . . ≤st F̂G(0) =st F̂ . � (27)
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Fig. 8. How the bounding techniques work on the simplest form of non-SP graph?

5. Performance analysis and comparison

In this section we discuss the quality of the TreeBound approach by comparing its results with the
heuristics derived by main bounding methods such as Dodin and Kleinöder.

For the sake of a fair comparison, we want to point out that no method performs always as the best.
The accuracy of each approach highly depends on graph topology and distribution of task times. We have
already demonstrated that all techniques try to transform the original DAG into an SP graph. Hence, let
us take the simplest form of a non-SP graph (initial graph in Fig. 8) and show how each method obtains
the corresponding SP graph for the upper bound evaluation. This simple example gives also an insight
on the working method of the considered bounding algorithms.

Graph TreeUpper bound Shogan Dodin Kleinöder

Case 1 Case 2

All nodes, mean 1 3.05 3.05 3.05 3.05 3.00
Node 3, mean 2 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.74 3.83
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Fig. 9. Bounds on mean execution time for the graph in Fig. 2.

Kleinöder’s method inserts the arc (2,3), while Shogan and TreeUB duplicate node 1 in accordance
with the graph interpretation. The Dodin approach has a non-deterministic choice: it can duplicate node
1 (case 1) or node 4 (case 2). The table shown above shows the upper bounds for the mean execution time
obtained by these methods. In the first row we assume that the task execution times are independent and
identically distributed random variables having exponential distribution with mean 1. In this instance,
Kleinöder provides the best bound, while both Dodin duplications lead to the same results. If we slightly
change the characteristics of the graph, by assuming the node 3 with mean 2, we obtain the results shown
in the second row of the table. Now, Kleinöder provides the worst result, while Dodin (case 2) provides
the best. However, we have to carry out both feasible duplications to single out which is the best Dodin’s
upper bound.

This naive example shows that no bounding method can always guarantee the best result. This also
implies that no stochastic ordering relation among the three methods can be demonstrated in a formal
way. Typically, we have to apply all the methods to know which approach gives the tightest bounds.

Fig. 10. Task graph of the(5 × 6) neighbor synchronization algorithm.
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Fig. 11. Task graph of the LU factorization algorithm.

Moreover, the most accurate result is often obtained through a combination of different methods applied
to subset of the graph.

We consider now the graphG in Fig. 2, assuming each task with unitary mean and independentk-Erlang
distribution, we obtain the results shown in Fig. 9 with thek-Erlang order in abscissa. In this instance,

Fig. 12. Bounds on mean execution time for the near neighbor synchronization graph.
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Fig. 13. Bounds on the mean execution time for the LU factorization graph.

Kleinöder’s method provides same tight lower bounds as TreeLB, while TreeUB obtains the best upper
bounds. It is close to Dodin’s result and much better than Kleinöder’s and Shogan’s bounds.

Besides artificial graphs, we explore the differences among the bounding techniques for some real
graphs. We first focus on the neighbor synchronization of an(n × m) structure (Fig. 10) which is a
popular task graph in scientific applications. The graph has heightn (iteration number) and widthm
(number of parallel nodes). Fig. 11 shows the bounds for the mean execution time of an(8 × m) graph
for m ranging from 4 to 12, in which we assume that the task execution times are independent random
variables exponentially distributed with mean 1. Kleinöder’s upper bound performs best for very small
m, while it does not provide accurate bounds for largem. The other methods, including TreeUB, are
preferable because they obtain tightest bounds for large and more realistic numbers of parallel nodes.
TreeLB gives same accurate lower bounds as Kleinöder’s algorithm.

In Fig. 12, we describe the task graph for the parallel LU factorization algorithm, while Fig. 13 shows the
bounds for the mean execution time as a function of the problem size. We assume that the task execution
times are independent random variables exponentially distributed with mean 1. For this example, TreeUB
obtains tightest upper bounds for all problem sizes, while TreeLB and Kleinöder methods give same
lower bounds.

In Fig. 14, we consider the task graph of the parallel multiplication algorithm for block decom-
posed matrices [3]. We assume that the task execution times are independent random variables
havingk-Erlang distribution with mean 1. Fig. 15 shows the bounds for the mean execution time as
a function of thek-Erlang order of the task execution time. TreeUB provides always the tightest
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Fig. 14. Task graph of the block matrix multiplication algorithm.

bound except for the exponential instance(k = 1) in which Kleinöder’s upper bound is slightly more
accurate. TreeLB is always tighter than the lower bound obtained by the Kleinöder algorithm.

Although we cannot demonstrate analytically that one method is always the best, from the experiments
we observe the following results:
• In all instances the Dodin algorithm, in the form of the duplication process heuristics [6], provides

same upper bounds as the Shogan method which we demonstrate to be less tight than the TreeBound
technique.

• In some experiments Kleinöder method obtains better upper bounds than TreeUB. However, the latter
is often the best and, most importantly, it does not show very poor worst cases such as the Kleinöder
algorithm (for example, in Fig. 12 for high numbers of parallel nodes).

• The Shogan method does not give good lower bounds because it is always less tight than the lower
bound obtained by removing arcs [8], while the Dodin algorithm does not provide a lower bound.

• Although through quite different approaches, Kleinöder and TreeBound methods get same lower
bounds in all test cases but for matrix multiplication in which TreeLB is more accurate than Kleinöder.

Fig. 15. Bounds on mean execution time for the block matrix multiplication graph.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new hierarchical approach to obtain lower and upper bounds for the
completion time distribution of stochastic DAGs. The method is based on a tree-like representation of the
graph, which is derived from the classical tree representation of SP graphs. This decomposition allows
us to represent the original non-SP graph as a hierarchy of subgraphs which are connected in series or
in parallel. The lower bound obtained as the distribution of the embedded SP graph is similar to other
bounding methods, while we introduce the concept of close subgraph reduction operation to derive a new
algorithm for the upper bound. The lower and upper bounds can be calculated jointly through a single
post-order visit of the tree-like representation graph.

Our approach avoids the non-determinism of other proposed heuristics while keeping linear complexity.
For what concerns the accuracy of the bounds, we analytically demonstrate that the TreeBound method
gives always equal or tighter bounds than the Shogan algorithm [19] which, in its turn, is always better
than the Yazici-Pekergin and Vincent method [24]. Moreover, we show that none of the other heuristics
can guarantee the best result because the accuracy is deeply related to the graph topology and task time
distribution. Nevertheless, we demonstrate that the TreeBound approach provides analogous or better
results than other well-known heuristics for various DAGs modeling artificial and real applications.

Thetree-like representationwhich decomposes the original DAG into subgraphs is a further contribution
of this paper because it intrinsically permits to combine different bounding approaches. Indeed, we have
investigated several approaches for improving the accuracy of bounding techniques. Our conclusion is that
further improvements can be achieved only through a meta-algorithm that combines different approaches
and applies the most appropriate to each part of a DAG. To this purpose, we are studying for which
characteristics of the graph topologies one method works better than others.
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